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Automotive and Related Technology

Full Time
Automotive Technician
Job Number: 5206
(posted 7/21)
Hours/Days:
Monday-Friday
Salary: $15/hr.
Approximate Location: Venice
Skills Requirements: General auto repair/diagnostic knowledge;
Engine/transmission replacement; Bolting down roll cages; breaking down
trucks for restoration; Electrical knowledge (not required but a plus); Must be
available Full time (no Part time); Sniper EFI installations; HP Tuners
knowledge (plus but not required); Electrical diagnosis and repair; at least 5
years’ experience; Must have your own tools; Must always be on time;
References are required; We are currently in the city if Venice Beach but will
be relocating to Inglewood, Hawthorne or Gardena in the coming months. SO
must be able to make the move to new location; You must be motivated to work,
people friendly, team player. Be able to follow instructions and always have
safety in mind.
Job Title:

Job Description: Looking to fill 1 position for a general mechanic/Electrician.
Mechanical Duties will range from doing general repairs. Dropping crate
Engines and transmissions for rebuild and or conversions, electrical diagnostics
and repairs, Complete re-wires. Suspension installations to drivetrain upgrades
down to breaking down trucks for restoration and re assembly. Brake service
jobs, brake conversions from drum to disc, oil leak repairs. Sniper EFI
Installations. We are also looking for entry level mechanics, if you're a fast
learner and have the basic mechanical skills and knowledge, Love working on
classic cars and looking for an entry level position please send us your resume.
If you know how to work on 89-94 ford mustang 5.0, Coyote 5.0 engines,
diagnose and repair we are looking for a tech that understands these engines
very well, we have an immediate opening; send us your resume. Must be
experienced automotive tech who is fast paced, reliable, organized, team player.
We are busy shop so it's requires a fast paced individual who can complete tasks
quickly.
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Automotive and Related Technology

Full Time
Service Technician Trainee
Job Number: 5189
(posted 7/16)
Hours/Days:
Monday-Friday
Salary: $15-18/hr.
Approximate Location: Long Beach
Skills Requirements: Hand tools of all kinds including, hammer drills, volt
meters, levels; Problem solving; Trouble shooting; Customer service; Good
driving record; Self-starter; Eager, Energetic; Communication Skills.
Job Title:

Job Description: We are seeking Auto Body knowledgeable and or
Mechanically trained persons who would like to learn how to service equipment
both at our facility and in the field. Some travel is available to Arizona and
Nevada. Equipment would include: Frame repair machines, Spot Welders, MIG
welders, Computer controlled Measuring Systems, hydraulics and other items.
We train you on all our equipment so no previous equipment repair is required.
We offer a 401K, Profit Sharing, Vacation and sick days.
Automotive Lead Technician
Job Number: 5183
(posted 7/16)
Hours/Days:
Shift Varies
Salary: $DOE
Approximate Location: Gardena
Skills Requirements: Reading, writing and math skills; Must have a valid
automobile driver’s license at all times and be able to drive customer and
company vehicles; Must have a minimum 5 years of automotive repair
experience, completion of Vocational-Technical School program in a related
field or demonstrated skills via third party certificates/assessment; A.S.E.
certification in at least 5 (five) of A1-A8 (L1 can be one of the five) is required.
(New hires with external similar qualifications/certifications will have up to 2
years of employment to comply); Maintains Federal, State and Local
certification/license where applicable; Ability to communicate technical
information to non-technical people.
Job Title:

Job Description: The Advanced Technician/Mechanic position requires your
experience and technical expertise to diagnose drivability and electrical
systems, while using your leadership and mentoring skills in driving a team
toward increased customer care and satisfaction. Job Responsibilities for
Automotive Lead Technician: Diagnose and repair to specifications - brake
and hydraulic, exhaust, primary and/or advanced fuel ignition and electrical,
suspension and alignment, air conditioning and computer systems; Adequately
explain technical diagnoses and needed repairs to non-mechanical individuals;
Stay current with rapidly changing automotive technology through continuous
paid formal training; Assist and train technicians/mechanics in performing
technical activities.
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Automotive and Related Technology

Full Time
Transit Mechanic I/II
Job Number: 5172
(posted 07/06)
Hours/Days:
Monday-Sunday
Salary: $59,964-$74,028/yr.
Approximate Location: Santa Monica
Skills Requirements: Reading, writing, and communicating at an appropriate
level; Basic mathematics; Reading wiring diagrams and schematics.
Job Title:

Job Description: Performs routine and periodic preventive maintenance
inspections on vehicles and equipment. Conducts vehicle safety inspections,
quality control inspections and replaces defective parts and components.
Performs repairs on a variety of gasoline, diesel, hybrid, and alternative fuelpowered (Liquefied Natural Gas and Compress Natural Gas) buses, emergency
vehicles, shop equipment and other City vehicles. Inspects, diagnoses, repairs,
overhauls and installs electrical systems, fuel systems, hydraulic systems,
cooling systems, suspension systems, steering systems, ignition, emission, and
pneumatic, mechanical and related vehicle computerized systems.
Troubleshoots, repairs, rebuilds and performs preventive maintenance on major
bus components including engines, transmissions, fuels systems, differentials,
air conditioning systems, compressors, wheelchair lifts/ramps, high-voltage
systems, multiplex electrical systems, electronics, battery electric propulsion
systems and various electrical parts. Repairs and overhauls brakes systems, cuts
brake drums and arcs brake lining to fit drums per Original Equipment
Manufacture (OEM) standards. Replaces hoses, belts, electrical wiring and
harnesses, batteries, tires and performs tune-ups and oil, filter and fluid
changes. Replaces a variety of interior and exterior body parts, including
bumpers, glass, window systems, door systems, wheelchair ramps, fareboxes,
bicycle racks and body panels, bus flooring, seating systems, and ADA related
passenger related amenities. Repairs and paints both internal and exterior body
panels. Performs bus exchanges and road calls. Performs repairs on vehicles in
the field, as required. Completes vehicle service requests, lists work performed
on work order forms both on paper and electronic systems, and indicates
additional repairs, if needed. Maintains paper and electronic records of repairs
and maintenance. Performs bumper-to-bumper repairs on various emergency
vehicles, as assigned. Troubleshoots and repairs fire apparatus including
pumps, valves, controls, piping, hydraulic and electrical systems. Performs
cutting and welding. Fabricates and installs a variety of parts and equipment.
Ensures that complete chassis, engines and components are pressure-washed
and shop work areas are cleaned in accordance with mechanic shop standards.
Follows applicable safety rules and regulations.
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Automotive and Related Technology

Full/Part Time
Mechanic or Lube Tech
Job Number: 5149
(posted 06/29)
Hours/Days:
Shift Varies
Salary: $17/base Flag Time $19
Approximate Location: La Mirada
Skills Requirements: Level entry, some knowledge of Auto Repairs.
Job Title:

Job Description: Mechanic - Brake repairs, Oil Change Service, Under Hood
inspections. Mechanic Advance Level - comprehension of auto diagnosis,
troubleshot check engine light on and or rough idles. We have openings for a
Mechanic or anyone who has master a vehicles diagnosis, as well anyone who
has the knowledge of doing a simple oil change skills and or tire replacements,
we will also train.

